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Abstract. Fileless Malware poses challenges for forensic analysts since
the infected system often can’t be shut down for a forensic analysis.
Turning off the device would destroy forensic artifacts or evidence of
the fileless malware. Therefore, a technique called Live Digital Forensics
is applied to perform investigations on a running system. During these
investigations, domain experts need to carefully decide what tools they
want to deploy for their forensic analysis. In this paper we propose a vi-
sualization designed to support forensic experts in this decision-making
process. Therefore, we follow a design methodology from the visualiza-
tion domain to come up with a comprehensible design. Following this
methodology, we start with identifying and defining the domain problem
which the visualization should help to solve. We then translate this do-
main problem into an abstract description of the available data and user’s
tasks for the visualization. Finally, we transform these specifications into
a visualization design for a Live Digital Forensics decision-support. A use
case illustrates the benefits of the proposed method.

Keywords: Digital Forensics · Visual Analytics · Live Forensics · Visu-
alization Design.

1 Introduction

Malware has been around since the early days of computers. While traditional
malware relies on malicious executable files, there is one particularly evil type
of malware: Fileless Malware (FM). This type is hard to detect as it hides itself
in locations that are difficult to analyze [31]. It exists exclusively in memory-
based areas like the RAM instead of being written directly on the target’s hard
drive. This complicates forensic investigations of FM as most traditional Digital
Forensic analysis techniques are designed to work on computers after they got
turned off [16]. However, as FM solely exists in memory, turning off the target
would lead to significant loss of evidence. Although some evidence of FM can
be acquired through traditional DF analysis techniques, keeping the potentially
infected system running allows the investigator to gather additional evidence
occurring during an incident. Moreover, there are mission-critical systems that
simply cannot be shut down in order to not disrupt business operations. There-
fore, Live Digital Forensics (LDF) is necessary.
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LDF allows domain experts to investigate a running system, identify artifacts
and collect evidence. This helps to understand FM-based attacks but at the same
time requires fast and careful decisions about the LDF tools used to carry out
the analysis. A poor choice of the analysis tool could destroy or compromise
important artifacts.

In order to support forensic analysts to make faster and better decisions
upon which tools should be used during an LDF investigation or upon which
indicators might need additional attention, we propose to apply Visual Security
Analytics (VSA). VSA allows domain experts to interactively explore the data
of the system under investigation. It supports the decision-making process by
allowing the forensic investigators to assess the current situation with a tailor-
made visualization approach for a specific situation [29]. Therefore, they can
lead the attention towards possible indicators for FM and deploy the respective
LDF analysis tools like volatility1 or SysAnalyzer2.

This paper shows our process of developing a visual representation aimed
to help Digital Forensic experts with directing their attention throughout their
analyses. We follow a methodological design approach to bridge the gap between
domain (digital forensic) and visualization experts [17, 30]. Our main contribu-
tion is the methodological design of a visual decision-support system aiding
forensic experts to direct their further investigations during a live forensic anal-
ysis. We introduce the methodology, derive a design from the requirements and
problems within the LDF domain, and evaluate our design by showcasing the
identification of a fileless malware’s artifacts within a live forensic analysis.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows: Section 2 identifies and
summarizes related work within the digital forensic analysis domain and existing
visualization approaches. We describe the applied methodology to design the
visualization in Section 3. The first step of our methodology is a characterization
of the domain problem in Section 4. Section 5 follows the remaining steps of
the methodology to design a comprehensible visualization for the characterized
domain problem. This design is afterwards evaluated in Section 6 by showcasing
how artifacts of the fileless malware Poweliks can be identified and how this
helps to guide further investigations. We conclude our work and point to further
possible research in Section 7.

2 Related Work

A Live Digital Forensic analysis is performed on a running system during an
ongoing incident. The data is collected and analyzed simultaneously. The focus
is on the preservation and processing of semi-persistent or volatile traces. This
could be the content of the RAM, active network connections or running pro-
cesses and programs [1]. Since these traces are no longer available after a system
restart, they cannot be extracted from a disk image by post-mortem analysis [13].
Live analysis is therefore useful if volatile data is essential for reconstructing an

1 https://www.volatilityfoundation.org/
2 http://sandsprite.com/iDef/SysAnalyzer/
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incident. This is the case if the system cannot be shut down for reasons of avail-
ability or dependency, or if encrypted data systems can no longer be accessed
after a restart, for example when analyzing a fileless malware [11].

A disadvantage of live analysis is that the process can often not be repeated
after leaving the location of the seizure [11]. In addition, the analysis takes
place in a potentially compromised environment, so that relevant traces can be
hidden, for example by using rootkits [1]. Furthermore, in the context of live
analysis, a modification of the system by the investigation activities is almost
unavoidable [1]. These modifications should be as limited as possible and all
activities in the system must be precisely documented [13].

It is challenging to prove in court that the data integrity of the digital evi-
dence has been preserved throughout the entire digital investigation. This may
lead to a reduction in the admissibility of the evidence or even to a prohibition of
its use. However, there are methods for comprehensible documentation and dif-
ferentiation between the actions of an Incident Response team and the activities
of an active attacker [8]. Providing a profound and tamper-proof documentation
of analysis steps reduces the possible impact on the admissibility of volatile ev-
idence and/or its modification. Nevertheless, these methods usually have to be
implemented in advance as Digital Forensics Readiness measures.

Additionally, post-mortem and live analysis are not competing approaches,
but rather complement each other. Live analysis enables the extraction and
processing of additional traces, which can considerably support post-mortem
analysis and the reconstruction of the course of events [1].

We identify several related visualization approaches originating from both the
Visual Analytics (VA) and the Digital Forensics research domains. Within the
VA domain, the designs are often based on user-centered approaches to provide
a solution for a specific, relevant task of forensic experts. These visualizations
feature a broad variety of use-cases ranging from the forensic investigation of
shadow volumes and directories [15, 14] to live monitoring of network traffic [4,
3]. Tools like EventPad [6] allow the interactive and explorative analysis of large,
dynamic data sets to identify malware and its behavior. The KAMAS solution
is a tool providing not only innovative automated malware analysis features but
also the functionality for malware analysis experts to exchange domain knowl-
edge with the automated analysis methods [28]. Although a variety of related
visualization designs exists in the VA domain, none of these visual representa-
tions is specifically designed to support the decisions forensic investigators need
to make during an ongoing live forensic investigation. The same applies to the
VA approaches introduced in the DF research domain. Tools like Timelab [23],
LogAnalysis [7], MalViz [22], Vera [26], or Devise [27] allow a visual represen-
tation of different types of data for static forensic investigations but are by no
means capable to support fast, dynamic decisions for live forensics.

None of the above-described visualization approaches pays special attention
to the decision-support required throughout an LDF investigation. Additionally,
to the best of our knowledge there is no existing work on bridging the gap
between the domains of Live Digital Forensics and Visual Analytics by applying
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methodologies to develop comprehensive and reproducible visualization designs.
Therefore, the knowledge from the Visual Analytics domain is beneficial as it
pays attention to design aspects that are being neglected up to now in the LDF
domain. We aim to contribute to a transfer of knowledge from the VSA towards
the LDF domain in this research as it has been done in other security-related
domains within the last years [25].

3 Methodology

This section summarizes the methodology which we follow throughout this work.
A methodological approach allows our design decisions to be reproducible and
comprehensible. Especially in visualization design this is of utmost importance
because even methodologically based decisions remain subjective [18]. Therefore,
we follow the Nested Blocks and Guidelines Model (NBGM) which is a well-
established methodology for designing visualizations [19]. Another important
aspect of the NBGM is that it is aimed to support the collaboration between
domain and visualization experts and, therefore helps to close the aforementioned
gap in LDF visualization designs [30]. The high-level layers of the NBGM are
depicted in Figure 1 and described in the subsequent sections [19, 21].

Domain problem characterization

Data/operation abstraction design

Encoding/interaction technique design

Algorithm design

Fig. 1. Nested layers of the NBGM [19, 21].

Domain problem characterization: The main task in this first layer is the
identification of the specific situation and problem for which the visualization
should be designed. The tasks and data of the target group are identified
including their workflows and processes. Each target domain has its own
descriptive vocabulary and it is important within this phase to work with
the target users using their familiar vocabulary. This layer of the nested
model bridges the gap between visualization experts and domain experts as
it allows designers to understand the world the domain experts work in and
which problems they face [32].

Data/Operation Abstraction Design: The second level abstracts the do-
main problem characterization using the vocabulary of the visualization do-
main. Therefore, it describes visualization tasks and the data relevant to
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the design. Domain-specific tasks and data descriptions are translated into
a visualization-specific vocabulary. This way, visualization designers identify
what tasks (e.g. finding outliers, identifying trends) the domain experts have
to solve from a visualization point of view. The tasks of the users in visu-
alizations can be derived from a variety of existing task taxonomies [5, 28].
Additionally, the data abstraction allows designers to describe data transfor-
mations of available data identified within the domain problem characteriza-
tion into a different format if necessary, for subsequent encoding technique
decisions.

Encoding/Interaction Technique Design: This layer describes the visual-
ization (encoding) techniques and the necessary interactions for users. Both,
encoding and interactions must be aligned together and are derived from the
visualization tasks in combination with the data at hand from the data / op-
eration abstraction design-layer. Encoding and interaction techniques com-
bine the first two nested layers with a design that instantiates the abstract
visualization for the domain problem.

Algorithm Design: The innermost layer of the NBGM requires to create ap-
propriate algorithms carrying out the beforehand designed encodings and
interactions. We do not consider this step in our current work and focus on
the first three layers of the model. The final implementation of the design is
part of our further research.

4 Decision-support for Live Forensics

In the case of an LDF investigation, decisions can be directly linked to the
risks involved. Therefore, it is important to make well-considered decisions when
choosing the right techniques, tools, and artifacts. In this section, we characterize
the domain problem to enable a suitable visualization design helping domain
experts facing this domain problem. We emphasize the supporting effect of the
visualization for a digital forensic examiner. In particular, the tasks during a
live digital forensic investigation are discussed. The goal is to apply the design
methods of visualization experts to support better decision-making for a domain
expert.

4.1 Live Digital Forensics Process

The collection and analysis of digital evidence should be based on a defined
comprehensive process model. A common description of a forensic investiga-
tion process is represented by the model of Kent et al. [13]. The investigation
process is divided into four phases as depicted in Figure 2. We have extended
the original approach to include an overarching decision-support by an interac-
tive visualization at every stage. The following paragraphs describe the different
original stages, which need a decision-support:

Collection: Data related to the criminal activity are identified, labeled, recorded,
and secured from all potential sources of relevant data [13]. Possibly relevant
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additional data sources might be identified, and respective data needs to be
collected during an LDF analysis.

Examination: The data collected in the previous phase is evaluated. The aim
is to identify and extract relevant data [13]. Since our approach is applied
to a live investigation, a visual analysis of the data allows the decision to
include additional data sources for the analysis. Consequently, the visual
decision-support creates a return to a previous phase.

Analysis: The results of the previous phases are analyzed in depth and inter-
preted to establish connections between persons, places, objects, and events
and to obtain useful information regarding specific questions [13]. Findings
from the visual analysis are directly incorporated into the analysis process.
Malicious activities can be better understood through a visual representation
of the data.

Reporting: The results of the analysis are prepared and presented, including
important information. The format and content of the report depend on
the type of recipient [13]. Especially, visual representations can contribute
considerably to the understanding of the incident. Particularly, if the attack
is complex, spikes in network traffic or system performance can provide a
good insight on the activities during the incident.

Collection Examination Analysis Reporting

Visual Decision-Support

Fig. 2. A high-level process for Live Digital Forensics and Visual Decision-Support.

4.2 Tasks of Domain Experts in Live Digital Forensics

Mistry and Dahiya [20] discuss the volatile memory forensics approach in detail.
Using live forensics, real-time data is analyzed and stored based on the system
activities. The analysis of the memory (RAM) is very important while consid-
ering live computer forensics. The approach of live forensics plays an important
role in identifying Indicators of Compromise (IoCs) and recording volatile data,
which would be lost after shutting down the system. The authors use memory
forensics to run through various challenging scenarios and prove their approach
based on previously extracted and identified data in real-time. Since their ap-
proach provides a good description of the domain experts’ workflow and it has
been used by the authors in several scenarios, this is further considered. We
abstract and extend the original approach as a baseline (see Table 1) to identify
the main tasks during an LDF analysis:
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Table 1. Summarized expert tasks in LDF.

Task Details

Data Acquisition
– Identify suspected devices and media
– Dump RAM, cache, and network traffic
– Acquire an image of system (if possible)

Establish Intelligence

– Parse memory structure
– Identify relevant memory segments
– Identify loaded modules
– Identify running processes and file accesses
– Identify established network connections

Memory & Data Analysis

– Search outliers and irrelevant information
– Extract additional relevant data
– Verify findings for further decisions
– Decide the next analysis steps

Documentation
– Document interesting findings
– Document artifacts and evidence

– Data Acquisition: Within this task, investigators need to decide which
data they export from the device under investigation. During an LDF anal-
ysis, only a limited amount of data can be extracted. An additional limi-
tation for this task is often, that data only can be extracted with a-priori
implemented functionalities.

– Establish Intelligence: This step is very much based on the present sit-
uation and requires that the investigator has a good sense of the specific
case. Usually this is due to the prior knowledge of the investigator. It is im-
portant that in this step no analysis in the actual sense is carried out, but
rather the region for possible purposeful evidence is identified. A graphical
processing by means of VSA can contribute significantly to this. Especially
decisions about the inclusion of further areas are very time-critical and a
visual representation can contribute to a fast identification.

– Memory & Data Analysis: In this step, the previously identified data
is examined for suspicious features. In addition, the findings are put into
context to reconstruct the course of events. By a supporting effect of VSA,
outliers and correlations can be better found.

– Documentation: The aforementioned tasks are documented during the
whole digital forensic investigation to be used in the final report. This is
an essential component to make the investigation comprehensible. During
an analysis using VSA, findings based on a graphical preparation can be
documented in the figures using markers (e.g. at peak values).

4.3 Available Data in Live Digital Forensics

Harichandran et al. [10] formed the term curated forensic artifact (CuFA) to
specify the scope of forensic artifacts and their supervised attributes. The Arti-
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fact Genome Project (AGP), based on CuFA’s principles, was launched in 2014
and has received 1099 forensic artifacts within the last few years [9]. It reached
an acceptable level of maturity, as registered participants can contribute to this
project by uploading artifacts along 19 categories.

Crimes are committed in several ways, and the expedient evidence is accumu-
lated by different forensic artifacts. Depending on the peculiarity of a case, digital
evidence either adds more value to an investigation or is completely inappropri-
ate. The ontology of crimes by Kahvedzic et al. [12] provides a specification of
past criminal cases and offers the possibility to specify almost every cyber case.
We summarize the sub crime cases and focus only on cyber-crime cases.

The violation of the quality of forensic artifacts influences their admissibility
at courts. Because of the fast-moving nature of digital evidence, we adopt the
legal requirements by Antwi-Boasiako et al. [2] due to their overall complete-
ness and applicability. This framework is appropriate for forensic investigations
and reduces the overall scope of common data quality dimensions. These legal
requirements cannot be circumvented, as admissibility in court is indispensable.
AGP represents an open-source platform based on the CuFA principles. The
following forensic artifacts categories have been extracted: Windows registry,
memory, file, network packet, process, email message, address, code, disc parti-
tion, account, network socket, disk, user account, X509 certificate, user session,
windows event log, volume, and Linux packages. These categories are further
reduced since our concept focuses on LDF and not all categories are available
in this type of investigation. To illustrate the possibilities of our approach, we
will focus on the following categories of data sources that can be accessed during
a live forensic analysis (without major interference due to the installation and
execution of additional applications): file access, network packets, process-lists,
event logs (including PowerShell) and system statistics.

VSA can support understanding and interpreting the context data in combi-
nation with stored data. Therefore, VSA allows experts to make better, context-
based decisions for further investigations.

5 A Design for Visual Decision-Support in Live Forensics

Based on the domain problem which arises for forensic experts during a live foren-
sic investigation (see Section 4) we derive appropriate visualization tasks, visual
encoding and necessary interaction functionalities for a visual decision-support
system within this section. Figure 3 depicts an overview over the respective, fully
defined NBGM model for this problem domain.

The central contribution of this part of our work is the innovative applica-
tion of different encoding techniques combined as an interactive, coordinated
view where interactions in one view influence the representation in others. This
allows a lateral, visual movement in the data enabling forensic analysts to browse
through the data and identify artifacts that need further investigation with spe-
cific forensic analysis methods. However, without the visual decision-support
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Encoding/interaction technique design

Data/operation abstraction designDomain problem characterization
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Fig. 3. NBGM applied for LDF covering the results Sections 4 and 5.

they might not even have spotted the artifact. Therefore, we strengthen the
necessity of a visual design as proposed by us in the following sections.

5.1 Data/operation abstraction design

This section covers the abstraction of the domain problem characterization
above. This step in the NBGM is carried out via designing and identifying data
blocks and task blocks that describe the needs, requirements, and problems of
the forensic experts. Defining these blocks, subsequently allows a comprehensible
decision for specific visual encoding and interaction techniques.

Task blocks In Section 4.2 we identify several tasks that are important for
forensic experts when they are performing an LDF investigation. A visual design
for decision-support during these investigations needs to support the experts in
these tasks. To be able to transfer the domain problems into a suitable visual
design, we identify abstract visualization tasks from the Why? part of Brehmer
and Munzner’s task typology [5]. This typology describes why a specific task is
performed in terms of which goal a user is pursuing.

The abstract, process-like overall task of forensic experts is to get an idea or
indication where to further direct the ongoing LDF investigation and therefore,
which tools they should deploy (see Section 4.1). We summarize this high-level
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task as ”Decision-support for domain experts” in Figure 3. However, the process-
based task of decision-support can be split into several abstract visualization
tasks. The main goal for forensic experts from a visualization point of view
is to Discover which is a task formed around the generation and verification
of hypotheses. An exemplary hypothesis in this context might describe which
malware is acting on a device or which forensic tools need to be deployed to
continue the investigation.

The Discover task is further specified depending on whether the analyst has
a hypothesis in mind when using the visualization or not. When the LDF in-
vestigation is carried out to find evidence for a specific malware with known
indicators acting on the device, this corresponds with the Locate task. Browsing
outlines actions to search through suspicious indications within the visualization
to find out which investigative tool might help to continue the analysis. The re-
maining task at this level, Explore, represents an analyst exploring the displayed
data to identify possible suspicious patterns in the data and therefore, to make
decisions on possible malware types on the device or at least additional LDF
tools to deploy on the device. Once a hypothesis about malware or LDF tools
is made, the forensic expert continues to Identify additional characteristics of
the malware or tries to further strengthen the need for the LDF tool. This is
possible by using the visual representation of our design.

Data blocks The available volatile data described in Section 4.3 is mostly de-
fined as multi-dimensional data from a visualization point of view. However,
there are some relevant subcategories of data types and formats which signifi-
cantly influence the decision for corresponding visual encoding.

All available data that needs to be visualized within the decision-support for
LDF is time-based data as it relates to some characteristics or actions of the
system at a specific point on time, e.g. the network connections at a specific
time or the respective CPU and RAM workload. Additional data categories can
be categorical data like the different severity types of collected logs and network
data.

5.2 Encoding/interaction technique design

This section connects the different aspects between the problems of the forensic
experts and the abstract blocks derived in Section 5.1 by introducing the visual
encoding and corresponding interaction techniques that are necessary to enable
a visual decision-support for LDF investigations. The visual encodings described
in the following section are mainly well-known and established visualization tech-
niques. We decided to only use these to ensure easy and fast perception of the
design for forensic investigators. The encoding techniques are derived from the
available data blocks while the interactions are necessary for the forensic experts
to follow their tasks using the visual encoding of the data. The design sketch for
the decision-support visualization is shown in Figure 4. It comprises five inter-
active main components that are further detailed within this section. In terms
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of more abstract visualization tasks, the design allows Navigation, Selection,
Filtering, and Annotation [5].

Investigation Timeline:
11:50:00 11:55:00 12:00:00 12:05:00 12:10:00 12:15:00

A
12:00:00 -
12:02:00

Fig. 4. Resulting design sketch of a decision-support visualization for Live Digital
Forensics investigations.

Investigation Timeline The first component is the overarching Investigation
Timeline. This component is necessary since most of the data represented within
the design is time series data (see Section 5.1). Therefore, a timeline allows
navigating through different points in time of the collected data and analysts
can select a specific time window for their analysis. The selected time window is
indicated by the small white box-shaped overlay on the timeline and the time-
range on the right side. In the design sketch of Figure 4 a window of two minutes
between 12:00:00 and 12:02:00 is selected. However, the box overlay can be moved
across the timeline and can also be resized to allow the selection of different time
ranges. The other four components of the visualization design display only data
from the selected time window. An additional functionality of the Investigation
Timeline is the event annotation. Forensic analysts can mark and label specific
points in time when they identified possible evidence or interesting artifacts.
This allows to come back to these events in a later investigation or even the
collaboration of multiple analysts where one can pick up the investigation on a
mark added to the timeline by another analyst.

Network Activity The next component displayed in the upper left corner of
Figure 4 is the Network Activity. This view aims to give an overview over the
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device’s external activities regarding the endpoints and IP addresses it com-
municated with. In the center of this view the device under investigation and
process IDs (PIDs) is shown. To keep this representation clearly laid out only
PIDs with active connections during the selected time frame are displayed. The
connection partners are illustrated with ellipses labeled by IP addresses. The
connection targets are clustered by IP address range allowing to distinguish dif-
ferent networks. In the exemplary design sketch, for example, the local network
of the device is clustered on the left of the Network Activity clearly separated
from external connection targets on the right.

We include the connections between a process and its communication part-
ner by adding directed links for both incoming and outgoing communication.
The color coding of the links is dependent on the cumulative number of bytes
sent through the connection with a scale from blue (i.e. few bytes or “cold con-
nection”) to red (i.e. many bytes or “hot connection”). The distinguishable and
color-coded links for up-link and down-link connections allow to quickly detect
large data flows and to identify the process responsible for this data flow. Ex-
amples for possible artifacts needing additional analysis with sophisticated LDF
tools are the imaginary process with the PIDs 2345 and 3456. The first one is
sending a lot of data to an external IP address while the other one is downloading
numerous bytes from another address.

Clicking on a PID highlights the connections of the selected process in this
view but also in the System Performance and the Read/Write Entropy views
where the activities of the process are highlighted respectively. This allows a
quick indication about a process’s overall statistics including its network activity
as well as its CPU and RAM activity. Hovering a connection opens a thumbnail
with additional information on this specific network communication between a
process and an external IP address. This additional information contains the
exact number of bytes sent over the connection as well as the port and protocol
used to open it. A similar hovering interaction is also provided for the nodes
depicting the communication partners of the device under investigation. The
thumbnail for these nodes contains the total amount of bytes sent from and
to this node as well as ports that were used to connect to. Hovering a node
simultaneously also highlights the processes that established a connection with
the corresponding IP address.

Read/Write Entropy In the upper right corner the decision-support visual-
ization design features a Read/Write Entropy display. The area charts of this
view show the entropy of both read and write operations on mounted drives of
the investigated device. The x-axis of the charts encodes the selected time frame
from the Investigation Timeline while the positive y-axis displays the entropy
of the data read from the specific drive at a point in time on a range from 0 to
1 (0% to 100%). Analogously, the negative y-axis represents the same indicators
but for data written onto the drive. Therefore, the entropy for write operations
is indicated as a negative value in our design. This only serves to clearly dis-
tinguish positive and negative y-axis values in the area charts. In addition to
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indicating the difference of read and write operations by indicating them with
different vertical directions, they also are encoded with different colors. In the
top right corner of this view, the drives for which the entropy values should be
displayed can be selected via check-boxes.

This view allows a zooming interaction, preferably by mouse-wheel, where
zooming in narrows down the displayed time window and zooming out analo-
gously widens the time span. If experts zoom into this view, the time window
is adjusted respectively for all other views. Possible artifacts that catching an
expert’s eye in this view are unusually high entropy scores for read or write oper-
ations. As an example, serves the increasing entropy scores in the design sketch
towards the end of the selected time frame for both drives. This might indicate
the writing of a lot of encrypted data on the two drives.

System Activity The left view in the bottom row of our design is a visual
representation is also an area chart, but a stacked version. It provides a visual
encoding of System Activity by displaying a count of system events (e.g. Win-
dows Event Logs, Powershell Events, Syslogs). The events are colored depending
on their type or severity allows experts to detect a rising number of errors or
similar indications of artifacts. The check-boxes on the top right of the view al-
low enabling different event types to be displayed. The x-axes of the area chart
are like a timeline while the y-axes indicate the cumulative count of currently
displayed event types at a specific point in time. The stacked area chart allows
identifying trends and changes in the logged activities of the system.

This chart is also allowing a zoom interaction like the previous Read/Write
Entropy views. Within this view, an unusually high number of error logs in
the Windows Event Log that is constantly appearing throughout the whole two
minutes currently under investigation could be an artifact for further analysis.

System Performance The last view that is part of our visualization design
located on the bottom right of Figure 4. It is split into two smaller views which
in combination give an indication of the System Performance. The upper part
of this view is occupied by a line chart with two different lines. The blue line
depicts CPU performance while the second, orange line indicates memory or
RAM activity. Both lines are on a relative scale, meaning that the y-axis ranges
from 0 to 1. Both lines on the chart are again displayed for the selected window of
time. The line chart allows a zoom interaction similar to the interaction described
within the Read/Write Entropy and the System Activity views.

The lower part of the display contains a table with active processes during the
time which is currently defined for analysis. The table has four columns for the
process name, its PID, and a spark line visualization allowing a fast perception of
this process’s CPU and RAM activities. A spark line is a special, word-sized type
of line chart. They are not displayed with any axes and serve a single purpose:
to give an indication about the trend of a single indicator. The table might
be longer than the five exemplary rows from our design sketch and therefore,
needs to be scrollable. Rows can also be selected leading to a highlighting of the
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corresponding process in the table and in the Network Activity view. Selecting
a process also changes the Read/Write Entropy view by now only showing the
entropy of the read or write operations performed on behalf of this specific
process. This enables forensic analysts to conclude on the influence of a process
on the systems performance and possible correlations with network activities.

6 Use Case

To show how our visualization design can support forensic experts in their LDF
investigations, we go through a short use case featuring a well-known and doc-
umented fileless malware attack. We describe how indicators of this malware
become apparent within our visual decision-support and how we support the
tasks of forensic experts during an LDF investigation identified in Section 4.2.

The use case features the fileless-malware Poweliks which attacks Windows-
based systems. This malware became known as a file-based piece of malicious
code but in 2014 it moved to a file-less variant. After computers are infected they
are part of a click-fraud botnet where bots request advertisement data from a
central Command-and-Control (C&C) server, load the ads and click them to
generate revenue [24]. As a side effect, Poweliks often acts a door-opener for
other malware as it clicks up to 3000 ads per day on a single computer and does
not care about whether the ads are malicious or not. Although this malware
attracted attention back in 2014, its design is special in two aspects. Poweliks
acts without leaving a file on the computer’s file system. It stores all the data
it needs in the registry and memory by injecting code into legitimate processes
currently running. Therefore, it is hard to detect once it gained a foothold on the
system. The second interesting aspect of Poweliks is, that, despite being a fileless
malware, restarting the infected device does not remove it as it reboots itself from
altered registry keys. This makes Poweliks a very special and dangerous type of
fileless malware [33]. Because of those characteristics, we choose to describe how
indicators for the Poweliks malware are visible within our visualization design.

Based on publicly available details and threat hunting details about the ad-
fraud variant of Poweliks, we describe indicators that can be detected within
our design, helping forensic analysts to make decisions where to guide their
attention for further analyses. We structure the indicators and their identification
according to the different views of our visualization design (see Section 5.2).

Network Activity: Regarding the network activity of an infected system, there
are several indicators becoming apparent within a visual display. First, Pow-
eliks is known to download the Powershell as well as the .NET framework
from official Microsoft download pages if not available on the computer. The
respective connections might appear in the view as connections of processes
to official Microsoft IP addresses and a high payload on the down-link trans-
fer, i.e. the link between the Microsoft IP and the process turns red.
Additionally, as the malware acts as a botnet, it regularly connects to its
C&C server. These are only short connections with a very limited payload.
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However, as they appear on a very regular basis, they can be identified as an
indicator for further analysis why the system is connecting to the respective
IPs.

Another suspicious activity to be spotted via the proposed design is the ad-
clicking component of Poweliks. The behavior of requesting ad data from the
C&C server, contacting a search page for the URL of the ad, and clicking the
loaded advertisements becomes recognizable as the network activity would
show many small-scale connections to a lot of different, external IP addresses.
This is all more suspicious when the respective network connections are
originating from a single process.

Read/Write Entropy: Overall, activities on the file system is less apparent
as Poweliks is a file-less malware. However, as the malware can request up
to 3000 ads per day on a single computer it is very likely that the malware
also “clicks” other malicious ads. The entropy of read and write operations
on different drives of a computer shall light on possible ransomware being
active due to Poweliks’ activities. Increasing entropy values in this view indi-
cate the transfer of encrypted data. This highlights the necessity for domain
experts to further investigate this malware since it could have features of a
ransomware.

System Activity: Poweliks’ special fileless persistence method uses a watch-
dog and PowerShell scripts when it is establishing its foothold. It also mod-
ifies many key registry entries trying to lower or disable browser security
settings to be able to perform the ad-clicking behavior. Both of these ac-
tions produce log events (Windows Event Logs, PowerShell Events, etc.)
with different severity. However, as the performed behavior is rather un-
common, the System Activity view shows several warnings and errors to the
domain experts. Therefore, they might for example decide to analyze the
changes made to the key registry in depth.

System Performance: Also, the system performance is not too bad during
the execution of the Poweliks malware. This is because the malware does
not want to significantly affect the performance of the infected computer.
However, with our concept it can be seen that the CPU and RAM are used
when a web page is accessed in the background for a few moments. This is
due to the fact that the browser has to interpret and render the website. If
the observed computer is not running other programs, this is also a possible
indication of the malware. These findings by using a visual display during
a live investigation help the forensic examiner to better assess the current
situation and to make a well-considered decision for the use of certain tools.
Also, the display of the processes and their RAM as well as CPU indicates
possible further investigation needs. In the case of Poweliks which is hiding
in different common processes (e.g. cmmon32.exe, dllhost.exe, logagent.exe),
unusual activity of those processes indicates further investigation potential.
Especially, when these processes are involved in anomalous network activity
as well.
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However, the malware Poweliks will be detected by current virus scanners
but a coming back by a modification of the malicious code or behavior is very
likely since file-less techniques evolved in the last few years. Nonetheless, they
are relevant artifacts helping forensic experts to guide their further analyses.

7 Conclusion and future work

Within this work we made a contribution utilizing Visual Security Analytics as a
decision-support approach for Live Digital Forensic investigations. We describe
and abstract the problem of forensic investigators which have a wide variety of
tools at hand for their analyses but need to decide quickly which of them need
to be deployed in the current situation. To support them in this decision-making
process we applied a methodology derived from the visualization research do-
main. Contributing to this domain problem with a tailor-made visualization
approach enables forensic investigators to make faster and well informed deci-
sions. We described the proposed visualization design and evaluated the visual
representation with a simple use case. Summarizing, we showcased how Visual
Security Analytics could help to solve an existing problem on the domain of
LDF.

For future work we mainly see two different directions to follow. First of all,
we want to apply our visual security analytic approach to a more sophisticated
malware using Process Doppelgänging3 where current anti-virus software and
forensic tools reach their limits. Process Doppelgänging refers to a file-less code
injection that uses a Windows native function and an undocumented implemen-
tation of the Windows Process Loader. This technique leaves no traces and is
very difficult to detect. Our approach can highlight malicious activities and assist
the digital forensics examiner during a live forensics investigation. Furthermore,
another path to pursue in future work is the generalization of our approach. This
requires to identify inherent characteristics of FMs and their classification based
on a subset of those characteristics. A more holistic and modular version of our
design approach would allow to have a specific encoding for each malware char-
acteristic. This would support the work of forensic investigators even further as
they can define individual dashboards as subsets of the available designs fitting
their need to identify known and unknown FM.
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